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Abstract. We extend the standard Downsian framework to suppose that voters consider the
identity of each candidate’s supporters when deciding whom to support, rather than consider-
ing only the announced policy positions of the candidates. In particular we posit the existence
of a class of voters whose support for a candidate reduces support by some other voters for that
candidate. Our most important result concerns the conditions under which the addition to the
electorate of new voters on one side of the policy spectrum shifts the equilibrium toward the
opposite direction. The model can explain why enfranchisement of blacks did not immediately
help the election of liberal candidates.

1. Introduction

In choosing between candidates (or parties), voters, at least implicitly, join
an electoral coalition; this coalition may be a more reliable cue about the
policies that will be implemented by the candidate than the candidate’s own
proclaimed policy positions. Alternatively, a voter may base his support or
opposition to candidates on his loyalties or antipathies to the groups that sup-
port the candidates.1 We refer to voting based in whole or in part on the nature
of a candidate’s expected support coalition as group-oriented voting. Adding
group-oriented voting to the standard Downsian model (Downs, 1957) leads
to a better understanding of contemporary American politics, especially the
policy significance of racial cleavages.2 While the model we offer is in no
way limited to that particular construction, the reader may find it useful for
purposes of empirical application in the U.S. context to think of the disliked
voters as racial minorities.

� We are indebted to the staff of the World Processing Center, School of Social Sciences,
UCI, for initial manuscript typing, and to Dorothy Green for bibliographic assistance. We are
grateful to Robert Erikson and two anonymous referees for helpful suggestions. This research
was partially supported by the UCI Interdisciplinary Focused Research Program in Public
Choice. The listing of authors is alphabetical. Theorem proofs are due to the third-named
author.
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The model we offer builds on work by Grofman, Griffin, and Glazer (1992),
which in turn follows the ideas of Key (1949) and Keech (1968). These
authors find that passage of the Voting Rights Act of 1965, which greatly
increased black enfranchisement in the South, did not immediately lead to
Democratic congressional candidates shifting to the left as liberal black vot-
ers were added to their constituencies and to their electoral support coalitions.
Rather, in the deep South, electorates that became heavily (but not majority)
black were frequently represented in the 1970s and on into the early 1980s by
Democrats who were more conservative than the Democrats who represented
districts with relatively few black voters. Such a finding is inconsistent with
the usual Downsian framework in which the addition of liberal (black) vot-
ers to the electorate (which moves the median voter to the left) should also
shift the location of the winning candidate (here, in the time period in ques-
tion, almost certainly a Democrat) to the left. Moreover, even if we follow
authors such as Aldrich (1983) or Baron (1994) to view each party as choos-
ing candidates located close(r) to the median voter in that party, the puzzle
remains: since black voters are much more liberal than most southern white
Democrats, we would expect that, in general, the more black Democratic vot-
ers in a constituency, the more liberal should any Democratic representative
be. But, until the 1990s, this expectation is not confirmed by the data.

Several authors consider racial backlash in electoral models (see especial-
ly Huckfeldt and Kohfeld, 1989). Our aim is to meld racial backlash ideas
(especially those of Glazer, 1993), with the standard Downsian framework of
voter choice based on policy proximity. As far as we are aware, we are the
first authors to attempt such a melding.

Now, we turn to the exposition of the formal model.

2. Group-oriented voting within a one-dimensional issue space

There are two candidates, I and II. Candidate I’s position is atx, candidate
II’s position aty. We follow Downs (1957) in assuming that each candidate
adopts the position that will maximize his share of the vote. Each candidate
can adopt any position he wishes; he knows the position adopted by the oth-
er candidate and also knows the preferences of all voters. The focus of the
analysis is to determine the positions that candidates will adopt, given that
the choices of some voters depend in part upon their expectations of each
candidate’s support coalition.

We distinguish between three mutually exclusive types of voters: conven-
tional voters, disliked voters, and group-oriented (or expressive) voters. Mem-
bers of the first two classes of voters choose between candidates based solely
on ideological proximity. The third type of voter makes choices based both
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on the policy positions of the candidates, and on his expectations about what
proportion of the support coalition of each candidate comes from members
of the disliked class of voters. More specifically, we havem voters, divided
into three subsets of sizec, d, ande respectively, such thatc+ d+ e = m.

The three types are
(a) Thedislikedvoters (D voters). The number of such voters isd. Without

loss of generality we may suppose that all of them vote for the candidate
furthest to the left. That is, all disliked voters vote for I ifx < y; all vote for
II if y < x.

(b) Theconventionalvoters (C voters). The number of such voters isc.
Their ideal points are distributed along the interval(0;1) according to a dis-
tribution functionF (t). The corresponding probability density function is
f(t).

Each conventional voter votes for the candidate with the position closest
to him. That is, ifx < y, then all conventional voters with ideal points to the
left of t = (x + y)=2 vote for I, all others vote for II. This means that for
x < y, candidate I receivescF ((x + y)=2) votes from conventional voters,
while II receivesc� cF ((x+ y)=2) votes.

(c) Thegroup-orientedvoters (E, or expressive, voters). The number of
such voters ise. These voters dislike supporting a candidate supported by
disliked voters.3

Let si be the number of voters the left-hand candidate is expected to get
from type-I voters. Then a group-oriented voter supports this candidate with
probability

P (se + sc; sd): (1)

We assume that this probability functionP is defined for all non-negative
values of its two arguments; moreover, it is non-decreasing with respect to
the first argument, and non-increasing with respect to the second argument.
For simplicity, we assume differentiability with

@P

@(se + sc)
= P1 � 0

and
@P

@sd
= P2 � 0

Thus, the expressive voters are more likely to vote for a candidate of the left
the larger the fraction of that candidate’s support from the conventional and
expressive voters, i.e., the lower the support from the disliked voters.

In this model, the position a candidate takes can affect his share of the vote
in two ways. The direct effect arises from voters’ concern about the candi-
date’s policy position. The indirect effect arises when some voters care about
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the identity of a candidate’s supporters. A change in a candidate’s announced
position changes the identity of his supporters, which has a further, indirect,
effect on the choice of voters, and therefore on the identity of his supporters.

If voters’ expectations about the proportion of disliked voters who support
a given candidate are accurate, then, for a given numbers (sd andsc) of dis-
liked and conventional voters who support the left candidate, the number of
expressive voters supporting him must satisfy the following condition.4

se = eP (se + sc; sd): (2)

Consider next the equilibrium strategies of the candidate.
LetA be the number of votes won by the candidate on the left, when that

candidate locates at positiont:

A(t; c; d; e) = d+ cF (t) + '(t; c; d; e); (3)

where'(t; c; d; e) is the number of votes the candidate on the left receives
from expressive voters, or' = eP (cF (t) + '; d).

As shown in the theorem whose proof is given in the Appendix, there exists
an equilibrium position,t� at which both candidates will locate such that each
wins half the vote. In generalt� will not be the overall voter median.

Our main interest lies in howt� varies with the number of voters of the
different types. It is straightforward to differentiatet as a function of the
numbersc, d, ande. In particular, from the definitions ofP1 andP2 given
above, and from equation (15) in the Appendix (which describescF (t�)) we
find that

@t�

@d
=

eP1� 1+ 2eP2

2cf(t�)
(4)

The denominator, 2cf(t�), is positive. As for the numerator, we note that
eP1�1 is negative (see Eq. (4) in the Appendix). The last term,eP2, is posi-
tive, and may be large enough to make the numerator positive. But remember
that, in general,P2 is roughly inversely proportional to the number of voters
supporting the candidate, and therefore decreases in magnitude asd increas-
es.

We conclude that if the number of group-oriented voters,e, is large, and
if they are really group-oriented (so that the partial derivatives ofP with
respect tose is not too small), and if there is a reasonably large number
of non-disliked voters at equilibrium (so that(se + sc)=sd is large) then
@t�=@d > 0. That is, increasing the number of disliked voters (which would
normally strengthen the left) will shift the equilibrium position to the right. In
the opposite case, e.g., ife is very small, or if the derivatives ofP are small,
then@t�=@d is negative. In this case we obtain the ‘commonsense’ result that
increasing the number of disliked voters will move the equilibrium to the left.
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Table 1.

d t�

50 0.050
100 0.125
150 0.185
200 0.205
250 0.190
300 0.145
350 0.108

We now consider some numerical examples of this non-monotonic rela-
tionship between the proportion of disliked voters in the electorate and the
ideological location of the winner.

2.1. Examples

Consider a situation with 200 conventional and 200 group-oriented voters and
an analytically convenient probability function that satisfies our previously
stated requirement. LetF (t) = t, and let

P (se + sc; sd) =
�

2
tan�1 se + sc

sd

We shall look at several values ofd, the number of disliked voters. SinceF
is given, we use the method given in the Appendix to solve fort�.

(a) Letd = 50. Then(c + e� d)=2 = 175, and so' = 200P (175;50) =
165. Hence,cF (t�) = 175� 165 = 10. Sincec = 200, andF (t) = t,
this gives us 200t� = 10, ort� = 0:05. Thus the equilibrium position is at
t� = 0:05. If one candidate chooses this, while the other candidate moves
ever so slightly to the right, then the first candidate will receive support from
the 50 disliked voters, 10 of the conventional voters, and 165 of the group-
oriented voters, for a total of 225 votes out of 450.

(b) Several other values ford, and the corresponding oft�, are shown in
Table 1 above.

The effect of increasingd is easily seen here. An increase ind can scare
the group-oriented voters away from the left candidate. For small values of
d, the candidates will want to reassure their voters and therefore shift their
positions to the right.

Beyond a certain point, however (in our illustrative data, atd = 203), the
disliked voters become an important part of the electorate and the candidates
no longer need to shift to the right. Thus this equilibrium position moves to
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the left. Beyondd = 400, of course, the disliked voters are a majority of the
electorate and so the equilibrium position then stay att = 0.

3. Discussion

One important way to apply the theory to U.S. electoral politics is to think
of Disliked persons as blacks, Conventional persons as non-racist whites,
and Group-oriented persons as racist whites. Under this interpretation racist
white voters will be less likely to support a candidate the more black voters
support that candidate. Consider the deep South. It is well known that white
southern support for the Democratic presidential ticket declined after 1960,
as black enfranchisement and voter participation grew. Of course, factors
other than racial backlash also operated. Within the Downsian framework,
Aldrich (1983), Aranson and Ordeshook (1972), Baron (1994) and Wittman
(1977, 1983) consider divergence in party positions due to the roles of ide-
ologically driven party activists, interest groups, policy-oriented candidates,
or a two-stage election process with both a primary and a general election. In
these neo-Downsian models, as liberal (black) voters are added to the Demo-
cratic electorate the Democratic party median shifts to the left, leading to
the nomination of candidates by the Democratic party who are more liberal,
causing centrist voters to shift to the Republican party.

Nonetheless, certain electoral phenomena in the South are difficult to explain
without positing some form of racial backlash. For example, in line with what
we might expect if group-oriented voting were taking place, the willingness
of white voters to support the Democratic nominee falls directly with the
proportion black in the state. Using National Election Study data, Black and
Black (1992: 291) show that the mean White vote in the core and periph-
eral south for Democratic presidential candidates was strongly inverse to
the state’s black population in elections from 1972 through 1988.5 Similar
effects appeared in the 1968 presidential general election between Hubert
Humphrey, George Wallace, and Richard Nixon. Using a large sample sur-
vey, Wright (1977) finds that the probability a white in a southern state votes
for Wallace increased with the proportion of blacks in the voter’s county and
state.6 This follows on Key’s (1949) demonstratin that racial concerns are
overwhelmingly important in explaining southern politics, e.g., black popu-
lation concentrations help explain differences in the intensity of Jim Crow
laws among deep South and border South states, and black concentrations
predict which counties were pro-secession at the time of the Civil War (see
also Keech, 1968; Act, 1994).

But a peculiar feature of southern politics is even harder to account for
under either the standard Downsian model of convergence toward the over-
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all median or the neo-Downsian models of party divergence in which each
party nominates candidates that represent the median voter in that party. The
feature of southern politics we have in mind is empirically investigated by
Grofman, Griffin, and Glazer (1992): in the 1970s and early 1980s, southern
areas with significant but not overwhelmingly large black populations were
represented in the House of Representatives by Democrats (or in a handful
of instances, Republicans) who were, on balance, more conservative than the
Democratic representatives elected from districts with fewer blacks.

If Democratic candidates shift to the right in a general election to attract
(conventional) white voters, then the shift should be less in heavily (but
not overwhelmingly) black areas than in areas that are less heavily black:
becauseceteris paribus, the more blacks in the constituency the further left
will the median voter be in the general election. On the other hand, in the
neo-Downsian models of party divergence, since blacks are overwhelmingly
Democratic,ceteris paribus, the more blacks in the constituency the further
left will the median voter be in the Democratic primary. Yet, it is not until the
late 1980s and thereafter that this monotonic pattern clearly emerges. Our
model of group-oriented voting is consistent with these data.

We believe our paper usefully combines Downsian ideas with ideas about
expressive voting such as are found in Glazer (1993) and Brennan and Lomasky
(1994). Nevertheless, our model is far from the last word. In particular, as
in the standard Downsian unidimensional model, the equilibrium we find
is unrealistic in predicting that the two candidates choose the same posi-
tions (see Poole and Rosenthal, 1984; Grofman, Griffin, and Glazer, 1990;
Grofman, 1993; Alesina and Rosenthal, 1993). Thus it would be desirable
to combine the racial backlash/group-oriented voting features of our model
with ideas drawn from the neo-Downsian literature on party divergence.

Notes

1. Fenno (1978) calls attention to the potential divergence among a candidate’s geographic
constituency, his electoral constituency (including primary constituency), and his “inner”
campaign constituency. Aldrich (1983) revives older ideas of parties as coalitions of
interests, and posits that each party’s policy position is located at the center of gravity of
its support coalition (cf. Grofman, 1982; Wittman, 1983).

2. Carmines and Stimson (1989) show that voter images of the national political parties
appear to track changes in the (racial) issue positions of party activists, and that racial
attitudes appear to be responsible for much of the observed greater ideological “issue
constraint” of recent decades. Huckfeldt and Kohfeld (1989) show that as blacks became
a larger part of the Democratic national party’s electoral support coalition, white sup-
port for that party’s presidential candidate declined. Lodge et al. (1985, 1986) show that
party images have changed so that the terms “Democrat” and “liberal” in part connote
“pro-black.” Other authors develop the thesis that even though white support for overt
forms of segregation has declined dramatically, white behavior still reflects what Sears
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and Donald call “symbolic racism” (McConahay, 1982; Sears and Kinder, 1971; Sears,
Hensler, and Speer, 1979).

3. Alternatively, we may think of the disliked voters as merely “distinguishable voters,”
i.e., voters whose presence in a candidate’s support coalition sends a signal to the group-
oriented voters about the candidate’s probable policies, based on the notion that the can-
didate will respond to hiselectoralconstituency.

4. We show in the Appendix that a unique solution to Equation (2) exists.
5. Similar findings are generated with other data sources. For example, for the 1988 pres-

idential election, the CBS/New YorkTimespoll had election poll data on white voters
in 23 states. Using these data we estimated a linear regression in which the dependent
variable is the percentage of whites who voted for Dukakis in a particular state, and the
explanatory variable is the percentage of blacks in that state. We find

%Dukakis = 48.7 - 0.78 %Black
The correlation coefficient is 0.59, thet-statistic is a highly significant 3.3; a dummy
variable for the South is not statistically significant. Throughout the country, a one per-
cent increase in black population is associated with a drop of over three-quarters of a
percentage point in white support for Dukakis in 1988.

Further support for the idea of group-based voting comes from an examination of the
1988 Democratic presidential primary. In that year Jesse Jackson, a black, made a strong
appeal to black voters, and obtained about 90% of the black vote. The theory developed
here predicts that the fraction of whites who supported Jackson would be greater the
smaller the fraction of blacks in that state. The data bear this out. The CBS/New York
Timespoll had 1988 primary exit poll data on white voters for 22 states broken down by
race. Using these data we estimated a linear regression in which the dependent variable is
the percentage ofwhiteswho voted for Jackson in a particular state, and the explanatory
variable is the percentage of blacks in that state. We find

%Jackson = 16.65 - 0.41 %Black
Thet-statistic on the percentage black variable is a highly significant 3.64; the correla-
tion coefficient for the regression is 0.62. This regression says that, on average, a one
percentage point increase in the proportion of blacks in a state’s population is associ-
ated with a drop of nearly one-half percentage point in the support of white voters for
Jesse Jackson. Essentially the same relationship holds even when we confine ourselves
exclusively to southern states.

6. Similar results for the link between the size of the Wallace vote and percent black are
found for the South as a whole and for counties in North Carolina using ecological
regression (Black and Black, 1992: 170–171; Grofman and Handley, 1995). Evidence of
a similar sort is found in Huckfeldt and Kohfeld (1989).
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Appendix

Proof of the existence and uniqueness oft� (the optimal candidate
location when some voters are group-oriented)

We first determine whether a numberse, satisfying Eq. (2) in the text exists, and, if so, whether
it is unique. Recall that

se = eP (se + sc; sd): (2)

To demonstrate existence, note thatsd = d since we are talking about the candidate on the
left. Now, for a fixedsc, equation (2) takes the form

se = eP (se + sc; d) (5)

For se = 0, the left-hand side of this equation is clearly smaller than or equal to the right-
hand side. Forse = e, the opposite inequality holds, since 0� P � 1 for all values of the
variables. NowP is continuous, and so at least one value ofse makes equation (2) valid.

To prove uniqueness, we suppose that voters are more interested in the percentage makeup
of the candidate’s supporters (i.e., what percentage of them are members of the disliked class)
than in their actual numbers. Now, an increase of one voter of any one of the three types
will change these percentages by an amount which is roughly inversely proportion to the total
number of voters supporting him. Thus, we would expect that both partial derivatives,P1 and
P2, are of the order of magnitude of the reciprocal of the number of voters. We therefore
assume that

@P

@se + sc
� P1 <

d

e(sc + sc + sd)
: (6)

Suppose, now, that there were two solutions to equation (5), says ands0. We would then have
s = eP (s+ sc; d) ands0 = eP (s0 + sc; d). Subtracting, we haves� s0 = eP (s+ sc; d)�
eP (s0 + sc; d) or

P (s+ sc; d)� P (s0 + sc; d)

s� s0
=

1
e

By the mean value theorem, there would be some value ofs for whichP1(s+ sc; d) is equal
to 1=e. But, by (6), this is not possible. Thusse is unique.

Condition (6) is interesting. It effectively says that if the disliked voters are too small a
fraction of the population (more exactly if the ratiod=e is too small), then our conclusions
below will not hold. Only whend=e passes a critical value (the maximum ofqP1 whereq is
the number of voters supporting the candidate) do we begin to get results in which the presence
of group-oriented voters changes the nature of the outcome. This seems reasonable: it is only
when the group-oriented voters begin to see a large number of disliked voters that they behave
in a way that a standard model would consider irrational.

Consider next the equilibrium strategies of the candidate. Recall the number of votes the
candidate to the left receives:

A(t; c; d; e) = d+ cF (t) + '(t; c; d; e): (3)

where'(t; c; d; e) is the solution of the equation

' = cP (cF (t) + '; d): (7)

If Eq. (6) above holds, then the solution'(t; c; d; e) exists and is unique. Thus the quantity
A is well-defined.

Differentiating (7) with respect tot gives

@'

@t
=

�
cf(t) +

@'

@t

�
eP1
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which simplifies to
@'

@t
=

ecf(t)P1

1� eP1
(8)

whereP1 is evaluated at(cf + se; d). We note thatc; e; P ;, andf are all non-negative, and,
by Eq. (5) the denominator in (8) is strictly positive. Thus' is a monotone non-decreasing
function oft. Since, moreover,F is monotone non-decreasing int, we see thatA is monotone
non-decreasing int.

Let candidate I choose positionx, 0� x � 1, and let II choosey, x < y � 1. In this case,
since Candidate I is on the left, he will receive:

(I) dvotes from the disliked voters.

(II) cf(t)votes from ordinary voters, wheret = (x+ y)=2:

(III ) '(t; c; d; e)votes from group-oriented voters.

Thus I winsA(t) votes, while II wins the remainingm�A(t) votes.
If insteadx > y, then II winsA(t) votes while I winsm� A(t) votes. Finally, ifx = y,

then both candidates winm=2 votes.
We can now express this as a 2-person game between the candidates, where each player has

the pure strategy space[0; 1], and the payoff functionK(x; y) is given by the difference in the
number of votes received, i.e.

K(x; y) =

(
2A s+y

2 �m; x < y

m� 2Ax+y

2 ; x > y
0; x = y

(9)

This is clearly a symmetric game, i.e.,K(x; y) = �K(y; x). So, if a value for the game
exists, it must be zero. Of course, not all infinite games have values, even allowing for mixed
strategies. However, in this case, we find that optimal pure strategies exist.

Theorem. The game given by Eq. (9) has a solution in pure strategies. In this solution, both
players choosex = y = t�, wheret� satisfies

A(t
�

) = m=2: (10)

This means that each candidate gets half the votes. It does not mean that the candidates
choose a position so that half of the voters have ideal points to the left and half to the right.

Proof. Suppose Candidate I choosesx�

= t�, wheret� satisfies (9). Then, fory > x�, we
have(x�

+ y)=2 > t�, and so, remembering thatA increases witht,

K(x
�

; y) = 2A
x�

+ y

2
�m � 2A(t

�

)�m = 0:

On the other hand, fory < x� we will have(x�

+ y)=2+ t�, and so

K(x
�

; y) = m� 2A
x�

+ y

2
� m� 2A(t

�

) = 0:

Of course, ify = x, thenK(x; y) = 0. Thus, for ally, K(x�; y) � 0 and sox�

= t� is
optimal for Candidate I. By symmetry,y� = t� is also optimal for II.

Suppose, however, that not� satisfies (10). SinceA is continuous int, this must mean that
eitherA(0) > m=2 or thatA(1) < m=2.

Then, ifA(0) > m=2, the optimal strategy for both players isx�

= y� = 0. If A(1) <
m=2, the optimal strategies arex�

= y� = 1. The proof, not detailed here, depends, of course,
on the monotonicity ofA(t).
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It might be noted that we assumed that both candidates can occupy the same position, i.e.,
x = y is allowed. In some cases, this may be forbidden: a constraint of the typej x� y j� �
may be included. If so, whichever candidate moves first will have an advantage: he can choose
x = t� and will almost certainly haveK(x�; y) > 0 for ally outside the interval(x��; x+�).

For small values of�, however, this advantage will not be great: if Candidate I chooses
x = t� then II should choosey to be eithert�+� orT �

��; the payoff will beK(t�; t�+�) =
2A(t� + �=2)�m, orK(t�; t��) � �[@A(t�)=@t].

A similar result holds forK(t�; t���). For small�, this number will be positive but small.
(The first move gives a large advantage only ifA(0) is much more thanm=2, orA(1) is much
less thanm=2. Then Candidate I would choosex�

= 0 or 1 in the two cases; II would choose
y = � or 1� � respectively, with a substantial advantage to I.)

Locatingt�

We now provide an alternative way to determinet� from that given in the text. It is easy
to see from the above results thatt� can be obtained as a solution of the two equations

d+ cF (t) + '�
c+ d+ e

2
= 0 (11)

From (11) we have combining equation (12) with equation (11), we obtain

'� eP (cF (t) + '; d) = 0: (12)

cF (t
�

) + ' =
c+ e� d

2
: (13)

' = eP

�
c+ e� d

2
; d

�
(14)

Combining the latter two equations gives

cF (t
�

) =
c+ e� d

2
� eP

�
c+ d� d

2
; d

�
: (15)

This gives usF (t�) directly. Computation oft� is then relatively easy (depending, of course,
on the form of functionF ).


